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1 Introdution and preliminariesAn instane of the Direted Multiut (DM) problem onsists of a simple direted graphG = (V;E) with integral apaities ue on the edges and a set K � V � V of ordered pairsof nodes of G. The goal is to �nd a minimum K-multiut, that is, a minimum apaity edgeset C so that in G � C there is no (s; t)-path for any (s; t) 2 K. In the unapaitated ase(UDM), all edges have apaity 1.The minimummultiut problem is one of the most fundamental problems in optimization.Edge (and vertex) uts are important for the of study of Markov hains and geometriembedding. They are also appear in the study of lustering, divide and onquer approahes,PRAM emulation, VLSI layout, and paket routing in distributed networks (see, e.g., [4℄and the referenes therein). The direted multiut problem is the dual of the fundamentalmultiommodity ow problem. See Chapter 5 of the book [10℄ for more details on multiutproblems in the ontext of approximation algorithms. While the undireted graph ase enjoyssome eÆient approximation algorithms (see referenes below) the direted ase seems muhharder. Few approximation results exist for the direted ase in spite of the onsiderableattention it has reeived.We survey some related work. The ase jKj = 1 is polynomially solvable based on thefundamental Max-FlowMin-Cut Theorem. For jKj > 1 the min-ut max-ow equality breaksdown even on undireted graphs. In fat, the undireted multiut problem is MAXSNP-hardeven on stars [8℄. A 2-approximation algorithm is given in [8℄ for the undireted multiutproblem on trees. The best approximation ratio for the minimum multiut problem ongeneral undireted graphs is O(log jKj) [7℄.In [11℄, a related problem is studied. The input is as in the DM problem, exept thatthe pairs in K are unordered. The goal is to remove a min-apaity edge set C so that inG�C no yle ontains a pair from K. This problem seems easier than the DM problem. Inpartiular, divide and onquer methods similar to the ones in [4, 7, 12℄ give an O(log2 jKj)-approximation for this variant [11℄. In [4℄ a relatively general sheme is presented handlingmany problems that are \deomposable", but DM does not seem to lend itself in any wayto the divide and onquer approah. Given this fat, it may be that the direted multiutproblem is harder to approximate than the undireted one. In partiular, a (poly)logarithmiapproximation is not known for DM, nor for UDM. However, so far, an exat proof separatingthe approximability of the undireted and direted problems does not exist. In fat, the onlyapproximation threshold known for the direted ase is the one derived from the undiretedase: namely, that the problem is MAXSNP-hard.2



The �rst nontrivial approximation ratio of O(pn logn) for DM is due to Cheriyan,Karlo�, and Rabani [1℄. This was slightly improved by Gupta [9℄ to O(pn). Gupta's analysisalso gives an O(opt2) apaity solution with opt being the optimal multiut apaity. Thisan be onsidered as an O(opt)-approximation algorithm and is useful when opt is \small".Both algorithms [1℄ and [9℄ require solving large linear programs.We design ombinatorial approximation algorithms for DM. Let n and m be the numberof nodes and edges, respetively, in the input graph. We use the ~O notation that ignorespolylogarithmi fators. Our main result is:Theorem 1.1 For UDM there exists an algorithm with running time ~O(n2m) that �nds amultiut C of size O �(n logn � opt)2=3� = ~O �(n � opt)2=3�.The approximation ratio is ~O(n2=3=opt1=3). Therefore, Theorem 1.1 implies that for UDMthe pn-approximation an be improved if opt is large (e.g., opt = 
(n1=2+") for some " > 0).This is the �rst algorithm whose approximation ratio improves as opt gets larger. Combinedwith the results of [9℄ that provide an O(opt)-approximation, we get an approximation ratiobetter than ~O(pn), unless opt = ~�(pn).Our additional result is:Theorem 1.2 DM admits an O(n2=3)-approximation algorithm with running time ~O(nm2).The approximation ratio in [1, 9℄ is better than the one in Theorem 1.2. However,our algorithm is very simple and runs faster than the algorithms in [1, 9℄; the latter an beimplemented in O(n2m2) time using the algorithm of Fleisher [5℄ for �nding an approximatesolution of multiommodity-ow type linear programs.We prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.1 in Setions 2 and 3, respetively.We now desribe the notation used. Let G = (V;E) be a direted graph. For s; t 2 Vthe distane dG(s; t) from s to t in G is the minimum number of edges in an (s; t)-path;dG(s; t) =1 if no (s; t)-path exists in G. For disjoint subsets S; T � V of V let ÆG(S; T ) =fst 2 E : s 2 S; t 2 Tg. We often omit the subsript G if it is lear from the ontext.An edge set C � E is an (s; t)-ut if C = Æ(S) for some S � V � t with s 2 S. Letu(C) = Pfue : e 2 Cg be the apaity of C; u(C) = jCj if no apaities are given. Forsimpliity of exposition, we ignore that some numbers are not integral. The adaptation usingoors and eilings is immediate. Unless spei�ally stated otherwise, all logs in the paperare to the base 2.Before we desribe the algorithm, a few preliminary remarks are required. Our algorithmsrun with ertain parameters, whih should get appropriate values that depend on n and opt3



to ahieve the laimed approximation ratios. Spei�ally, for UDM we show an algorithmthat for any integer ` omputes a multiut of size ` � opt + O((n logn)2=`2). Setting ` =(n logn)2=3=opt1=3 gives the laimed approximation ratio. Sine opt is not known, we exeutethe algorithm for ` = 1; : : : ; (n logn)2=3, and among the multiuts omputed output one ofminimum size. For DM we show an algorithm that for any integers `; � with 1 � ` � n� 1and � � opt omputes a K-multiut of apaity � � � (2` + n2=`2). Setting ` = n2=3 and� = opt gives the laimed approximation ratio. Sine opt is not known, we apply binarysearh to �nd the minimum integer � so that a multiut of apaity � � � (2` + n2=`2) isreturned. Note that if � � opt, a multiut C of apaity � �(2` + n2=`2) is returned. If� < opt, then either the returned multiut C is of apaity � �(2`+n2=`2) < 3optn2=3 whihis �ne or we know that � < opt as the above inequality fails.Remark: Reently we beame aware of the paper [13℄, whih gives an ~O(n2=3)-approxima-tion algorithm for the related Edge-Disjoint Paths problem. Our result for UDM, whih wasderived independently, and the main result in [13℄ rely on the same ombinatorial statement(Corollary 2.5 in our paper, Theorem 1.1 in [13℄), but the proofs are di�erent.2 The unapaitated aseDe�nition 2.1 For X; Y � V , let RG(X; Y ) = jf(x; y) � X � Y : x 6= y; dG(x; y) < 1gjdenote the number of pairs (x; y) � X � Y suh that an (x; y)-path exists; let R(G) =RG(V; V ).De�nition 2.2 We say that G = (V;E) is a p-layered graph if V an be partitioned intop layers L1; : : : ; Lp so that every e 2 E belongs to ÆG(Li; Li+1) or to ÆG(Li; Li) for somei 2 f1; : : : ; p� 1g, or to ÆG(Lj; Li) for some i 2 f1; : : : ; p� 1g, j 2 f2; : : : ; pg, j > i.Lemma 2.1 Let G = (V;E) be a 4-layered graph ontaining at least k edge-disjoint (L1; L4)-paths suh that G� ÆG(L2; L3) is a simple graph. Then R(L1; L3) +R(L2; L4) � k.Remark: Observe that the graph indued by L2 [ L3 may ontain parallel edges.Proof: We will prove the statement by indution on k. The ase k = 0 is obvious. Assumek � 1, and that E is a union of the k edge-disjoint paths. Let st 2 ÆG(L2; L3), let G0 =G � fs; tg, and let S = fv 2 L1 : vs 2 Eg, T = fv 2 L4 : tv 2 Eg. Then G0 ontainsat least k � (jSj + jT j) edge-disjoint (L1; L4)-paths. Also, RG0(L1; L3) � RG(L1; L3) � jSjand RG0(L2; L4) � RG(L2; L4) � jT j. This follows beause of the removal of fs; tg. By theindution hypothesis, if k > jSj+ jT j then RG0(L1; L3)+RG0(L2; L4) � k� (jSj+ jT j). Thus,RG0(L1; L3) +RG0(L2; L4) � maxfk � (jSj+ jT j); 0g. Combining, we get the statement. 24



Lemma 2.2 Let G be a simple `-layered graph ontaining k edge-disjoint paths from the�rst layer to the last layer, and let S and T be the union of the pS � 2 �rst and pT � 2 lastlayers, respetively, so that S \ T = ;. Then R(S; T ) = 
(kpSpT ).Proof: By Lemma 2.1, R(Li; Lj) + R(Li+1; Lj+1) � k for every two pairs Li; Li+1 � S andLj; Lj+1 � T . This is shown as follows. Start with the graph indued by Li[Li+1[Lj[Lj+1.Let P be one of the k paths guaranteed by the premise in the lemma. Assoiate with Pa pair of nodes ui+1; uj with ui+1 2 Li+1 and uj 2 Lj. The ui+1 vertex is the �rst Li+1vertex in P and uj is the last Lj vertex in P. For every pair ui+1 2 Li+1; uj 2 Lj putp(ui+1; uj) parallel edges from ui+1 to uj with p(ui+1; uj) the number of P paths assoiatedwith this pair. Hene, we have onstruted a 4�layered subgraph as in Lemma 2.1 and thislemma implies that R(Li; Lj) + R(Li+1; Lj+1) � k. The statement follows by summing theontribution of all suh pairs. 2We use the following speial ase of the Max-Flow Min-Cut theorem (.f., [3℄).Theorem 2.3 (Menger's Theorem) Let s; t 2 G. The maximum number of edge-disjoint(s; t)�paths in G equals the size of a minimum (s; t)�utLemma 2.4 Let s; t be a pair of nodes in a simple graph G with dG(s; t) � 4p logn + 2.Then there exists an (s; t)-ut C so that R(G)�R(G� C) = 
(jCjp2).Proof: Consider the orresponding dG(s; t) BFS layers from s to t, where nodes that annotreah t are deleted. Let Xi be the layer at distane i from s, and let Yi be the layer atdistane i to t. Let kj be the maximum number of edge-disjoint (Xj�p; Yj�p)-paths in thegraph Gj indued by all the layers starting with Xj�p and ending at Yj�p, j = 1; : : : ; 2 logn.We laim that there exists an index j with kj � 2 � kj�1. Otherwise, sine k0 � 1, wehave kj � 2j. For j = 2 logn+ 1 we get kj � 2n2, whih is not possible in a simple graph.Let j be suh an index with kj � 2 � kj�1, and let C be a minimum (Xj�p; Yj�p)-ut, sojCj = kj. We now apply Lemma 2.2 on the graph Gj�1. Note that Gj�1 ontains at leastjCj=2 edge-disjoint paths between its �rst layer X(j�1)�` and its last layer Y(j�1)�`; this is sinekj = jCj by Menger's Theorem, and kj�1 � kj=2 by the hoie of j. Sine C separates the�rst and the last p layers of Gj�1, the statement follows from Lemma 2.2. 2Corollary 2.5 For UDM there exists an algorithm that for any integer ` > 4 logn + 2�nds in ~O(mn2=`2) time a K-multiut B with jBj = O �(n logn)2=`2�, where K = f(u; v) :d(u; v) � `g.Proof: Let p = `=(4 logn+2). The algorithm starts with B = ;. While there is an (s; t)-pathfor some (s; t) 2 K it omputes an (s; t)-ut C = Cst as in Lemma 2.4, and sets B  B [C,5



G  G � C. We laim that at the end of the algorithm jBj = O(R(G)=p2) = O(n2=p2);we get that jBj = O �(n logn)2=`2� by substituting p = `=(4 logn). Lemma 2.2 implies thatthere exists a onstant � > 0 so that eah time Cst is deleted, R(G) is redued by at least�jCstjp2. Thus we get �p2 � jBj � �p2 � X(s;t)2K jCstj � R(G) � n2:The dominating time at eah iteration is spent for omputing a ut as in Lemma 2.4.This an be done using O(logn) max-ow omputations as follows diretly from the proof ofLemma 2.4. Thus it an be omputed in ~O(mjCstj) time using the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm[6℄. Thus the total time required is ~O(mjBj) = ~O(mn2=`2). 2We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.1. Given an integer `, apply the following proedurestarting with A;B = ;:Phase 1:While there is an (s; t)-path P with jP j � ` for some (s; t) 2 K do:A A+ P , G G� P .End WhilePhase 2: Find in G� A a K-multiut B as in Corollary 2.5.For any integer `, the algorithm omputes a K-multiut C = A [ B of size ` � opt +O((n logn)2=`2); jAj � ` � opt sine any K-multiut ontains at least one edge of eah pathremoved, and jBj = O((n logn)2=`2) by Corollary 2.5. As was explained in the introdution,we exeute the algorithm for ` = 1; : : : ; (n logn)2=3, and among the multiuts omputedoutput one of minimum size. For ` = (n logn)2=3=opt1=3 we get the laimed approximationratio.Let us now disuss the implementation of the algorithm. After exeuting Phase 1 atiteration `, the graph G � A is used as an input for iteration ` + 1. As the total length ofthe paths removed is at most n2, and eah iteration requires a shortest path omputationthe total time of Phase 1 exeutions is O(mn2). The total time of Phase 2 exeutions is~O �Pn2=3i=1 mn2=i2� = ~O(mn2). Thus the time omplexity is as laimed, and the proof ofTheorem 1.1 is omplete.
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3 An O(n2=3)-approximation algorithm for DM3.1 The algorithm:Consider the following algorithm:Input: An instane (G; u;K) of DM, and integers `; �.Initialization: C  ;.While in G there is an (s; t)-path P for some (s; t) 2 K do:(a) Let P 0 be the union of the �rst and the last ` edges of P (P 0 = P if jP j < 2`);(b) Among the (s; t)-uts in G disjoint with P 0 ompute one C 0 of minimum apaity(u(C 0) =1 if P 0 = P );() If P = P 0 then C  C [ P , G G� P .( i) Else, if u(C 0) > � then: ue  ue �minfue : e 2 P 0g for every e 2 P 0;C  C [ P 00, G G� P 00, where P 00 = fe 2 P 0 : ue = 0g.( ii)Else (u(C 0) � �) C  C [ C 0, G G� C 0.End WhileLemma 3.1 At the end of the algorithm C is a K-multiut. If � � opt then u(C) �� � (2`+ n2=`2).Proof: Assume that � � opt. Consider a spei� iteration of the main loop, and the edgesets P 0; C 0 found. There are three possible ases.If P 0 = P then P is added to C. Sine the optimum ontains at least one of these edges,the number of edges added in these ase throughout the algorithm is at most 2�`�opt � 2�`��.If u(C 0) > � then u(C 0) > � � opt. This implies that any minimum K-multiut ontains atleast one edge from P 0. Hene, after setting ue  ue�minfue : e 2 P 0g for every e 2 P 0 theoptimum dereases by at least minfue : e 2 P 0g. Sine jP 0j = 2`, the total apaity of theedges in all sets P 00 added into C during the algorithm is at most 2`opt � 2`�.Otherwise, if u(C 0) � � then R(G)� R(G� C 0) � `2. Thus the total number of uts C 0removed during the algorithm � n2=`2, and their total apaity � �n2=`2.To see that R(G) � R(G � C 0) � `2, let P 0F and P 0L be the �rst and the last ` nodes inP , respetively. We laim that RG(P 0F ; P 0L) = jP 0F j � jP 0Lj = `2 and RG�C0(P 0F ; P 0L) = 0. The�rst statement follows from the simple observation that P 0F ; P 0L belong to the same path Pof G, and thus dG(u; v) < 1 for every pair u; v with u 2 P 0F ; v 2 P 0L. To see the seondstatement, note that dG�C0(u; v) = 1 for every suh pair u; v, as otherwise there would bean (s; t)-path in G� C 0, ontraditing that C 0 is an (s; t)-ut in G. 27



We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.2. As was mentioned in the introdution, for` = n2=3 we use binary searh to �nd the minimum integer � so that a multiut of apaity� � � (2` + n2=`2) is returned. Lemma 3.1 implies that � � opt, and the required ratiofollows.We now analyze the running time. We an assume that ue 2 f1; : : : ; n4g or ue = 1 forevery e 2 E. In this ase binary searh for the appropriate � requires O(log(n4)) = O(logn)iterations. Indeed, let  be the least integer so that fe 2 E : ue � g is a K-multiut. Edgesof apaity � n2 do not belong to any optimal solution, and their apaity is set to 1.Edges of apaity � =n2 are removed, as adding all of them to the solution a�ets onlythe onstant in the approximation ratio. This gives an instane with umax=umin � n4, whereumax and umin denote the maximum �nite and the minimum nonzero apaity of an edge inE, respetively. Further, for every e 2 E set ue  due=umine. It is easy to see that the lossinurred in the approximation ratio is only a onstant, whih is negligible in our ontext.The dominating time is spent for omputing O(m) minimum uts at step (b); eahsuh omputation leads to a removal of an edge, sine reduing the apaities along P 0 byminfue : e 2 P 0g guarantees that at least one edge gets apaity zero. As a max-ow/min-ut omputation an be done in ~O(nm) time (.f., [2℄), the total running time is ~O(nm2).This �nishes the proof of Theorem 1.2.Aknowledgment The seond author thanks Joseph Cheriyan for suggesting the problemand for helpful disussions, and Howard Karlo� and Aravind Srinivasan for useful disussions.Referenes[1℄ J. Cheriyan, H. Karlo�, and Y. Rabani, Approximating direted multiuts, Com-binatoria, to appear.[2℄ T. H. Cormen, C E. Leiserson, R. L. Rivest, and C. Stein, Introdution toalgorithms, Seond Edition, MIT Press, Massahusetts, 1998.[3℄ S. Even, Graph algorithms, Computer Siene Press, Haifa, 1979.[4℄ G. Even, S. Naor, B. Shieber, and S. Rao, Divide-and-onquer approximationalgorithms via spreading metris, Journal of the ACM 47(2000), 585 - 616.[5℄ L. Fleisher, Approximating frational multiommodity ows independent of thenumber of ommodities, SIAM J. Disrete Math. 13(2000), 505-520.8
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